<sliceshape points="256">
<texture uuid="21ff120e-c62c-a09c-0563-b3bc5b54d7c7" /><sculpt uuid="c7fa04ee-77a3-b3f6-22ae-0352cac186cb" />
<p p="0,0,-0.25911,0" /><p p="1,-0.01227,-0.25895,0" /><p p="2,-0.02453,-0.25912,0" /><p p="3,-0.03678,-0.26039,0" />
<p p="4,-0.04901,-0.26252,0" /><p p="5,-0.06121,-0.26329,0" /><p p="6,-0.07337,-0.26601,0" /><p p="7,-0.08548,-0.26921,0" />
<p p="8,-0.09754,-0.27308,0" /><p p="9,-0.10955,-0.27759,0" /><p p="10,-0.12149,-0.2833,0" /><p p="11,-0.13336,-0.28941,0" />
<p p="12,-0.14514,-0.29589,0" /><p p="13,-0.15684,-0.30241,0" /><p p="14,-0.16845,-0.30949,0" /><p p="15,-0.17995,-0.31736,0" />
<p p="16,-0.19134,-0.32507,0" /><p p="17,-0.20262,-0.33413,0" /><p p="18,-0.21378,-0.34344,0" /><p p="19,-0.22481,-0.35487,0" />
<p p="20,-0.2357,-0.36796,0" /><p p="21,-0.24645,-0.38572,0" /><p p="22,-0.24696,-0.37301,0" /><p p="23,-0.24396,-0.35811,0" />
<p p="24,-0.23879,-0.34236,0" /><p p="25,-0.23355,-0.32664,0" /><p p="26,-0.22735,-0.31185,0" /><p p="27,-0.21974,-0.29828,0" />
<p p="28,-0.21329,-0.28623,0" /><p p="29,-0.20735,-0.27339,0" /><p p="30,-0.20115,-0.26225,0" /><p p="31,-0.19407,-0.24844,0" />
<p p="32,-0.1855,-0.23297,0" /><p p="33,-0.17957,-0.22132,0" /><p p="34,-0.17222,-0.20703,0" /><p p="35,-0.16489,-0.19521,0" />
<p p="36,-0.15636,-0.18175,0" /><p p="37,-0.14898,-0.16801,0" /><p p="38,-0.14172,-0.15496,0" /><p p="39,-0.13442,-0.14211,0" />
<p p="40,-0.12538,-0.12648,0" /><p p="41,-0.11588,-0.11136,0" /><p p="42,-0.10828,-0.09857,0" /><p p="43,-0.10171,-0.0848,0" />
<p p="44,-0.09181,-0.06812,0" /><p p="45,-0.08141,-0.05188,0" /><p p="46,-0.08134,-0.05185,0" /><p p="47,-0.08107,-0.05157,0" />
<p p="48,-0.08107,-0.05157,0" /><p p="49,-0.08107,-0.05157,0" /><p p="50,-0.08107,-0.05157,0" /><p p="51,-0.08107,-0.05157,0" />
<p p="52,-0.08126,-0.05175,0" /><p p="53,-0.08126,-0.05175,0" /><p p="54,-0.08126,-0.05175,0" /><p p="55,-0.08126,-0.05175,0" />
<p p="56,-0.08126,-0.05175,0" /><p p="57,-0.08126,-0.05175,0" /><p p="58,-0.08126,-0.05175,0" /><p p="59,-0.08126,-0.05175,0" />
<p p="60,-0.08126,-0.05175,0" /><p p="61,-0.07204,-0.03679,0" /><p p="62,-0.06513,-0.02453,0" /><p p="63,-0.05748,-0.01227,0" />
<p p="64,-0.05159,0,0" /><p p="65,-0.04527,0.01227,0" /><p p="66,-0.0384,0.02453,0" /><p p="67,-0.03296,0.03679,0" />
<p p="68,-0.02817,0.04901,0" /><p p="69,-0.02586,0.0612,0" /><p p="70,-0.02547,0.07336,0" /><p p="71,-0.02613,0.08548,0" />
<p p="72,-0.02904,0.09755,0" /><p p="73,-0.03332,0.10955,0" /><p p="74,-0.03729,0.12149,0" /><p p="75,-0.04271,0.13336,0" />
<p p="76,-0.0492,0.14515,0" /><p p="77,-0.05941,0.15684,0" /><p p="78,-0.06885,0.16001,0" /><p p="79,-0.07897,0.1601,0" />
<p p="80,-0.08685,0.15452,0" /><p p="81,-0.09321,0.14731,0" /><p p="82,-0.10096,0.14051,0" /><p p="83,-0.09892,0.14764,0" />
<p p="84,-0.09542,0.15832,0" /><p p="85,-0.09115,0.17132,0" /><p p="86,-0.08774,0.18152,0" /><p p="87,-0.08325,0.19481,0" />
<p p="88,-0.07768,0.21003,0" /><p p="89,-0.07356,0.22137,0" /><p p="90,-0.06856,0.23736,0" /><p p="91,-0.06231,0.25396,0" />
<p p="92,-0.05689,0.27133,0" /><p p="93,-0.05174,0.28836,0" /><p p="94,-0.04652,0.30541,0" /><p p="95,-0.04048,0.32492,0" />
<p p="96,-0.0358,0.34031,0" /><p p="97,-0.02929,0.36212,0" /><p p="98,-0.02929,0.36212,0" /><p p="99,-0.02344,0.3786,0" />
<p p="100,-0.0227,0.3624,0" /><p p="101,-0.02512,0.33979,0" /><p p="102,-0.02657,0.32336,0" /><p p="103,-0.02779,0.30385,0" />
<p p="104,-0.02883,0.28717,0" /><p p="105,-0.02784,0.27092,0" /><p p="106,-0.02525,0.25437,0" /><p p="107,-0.02093,0.23873,0" />
<p p="108,-0.01519,0.22288,0" /><p p="109,-0.00717,0.21071,0" /><p p="110,0.00386,0.20175,0" /><p p="111,0.01981,0.19768,0" />
<p p="112,0.03536,0.20021,0" /><p p="113,0.03536,0.20021,0" /><p p="114,0.03536,0.20021,0" /><p p="115,0.03536,0.20021,0" />
<p p="116,0.03536,0.20021,0" /><p p="117,0.03536,0.20021,0" /><p p="118,0.03536,0.20021,0" /><p p="119,0.03536,0.20021,0" />
<p p="120,0.04483,0.20365,0" /><p p="121,0.04483,0.20365,0" /><p p="122,0.04483,0.20365,0" /><p p="123,0.04483,0.20365,0" />
<p p="124,0.04483,0.20365,0" /><p p="125,0.04483,0.20365,0" /><p p="126,0.04483,0.20365,0" /><p p="127,0.04483,0.20365,0" />
<p p="128,0.04483,0.20365,0" /><p p="129,0.04483,0.20365,0" /><p p="130,0.04483,0.20365,0" /><p p="131,0.04483,0.20365,0" />
<p p="132,0.04901,0.20352,0" /><p p="133,0.06121,0.20359,0" /><p p="134,0.07337,0.20391,0" /><p p="135,0.08548,0.19239,0" />
<p p="136,0.09755,0.17609,0" /><p p="137,0.10455,0.14389,0" /><p p="138,0.11256,0.132,0" /><p p="139,0.12174,0.12421,0" />
<p p="140,0.13267,0.11689,0" /><p p="141,0.1447,0.11497,0" /><p p="142,0.15868,0.11759,0" /><p p="143,0.1714,0.12433,0" />
<p p="144,0.17974,0.13405,0" /><p p="145,0.18672,0.14695,0" /><p p="146,0.19235,0.16051,0" /><p p="147,0.19477,0.17536,0" />
<p p="148,0.19704,0.18952,0" /><p p="149,0.19732,0.20104,0" /><p p="150,0.19679,0.21399,0" /><p p="151,0.19613,0.22623,0" />
<p p="152,0.19583,0.24044,0" /><p p="153,0.19516,0.25389,0" /><p p="154,0.19374,0.26768,0" /><p p="155,0.19281,0.28125,0" />
<p p="156,0.20014,0.26832,0" /><p p="157,0.2046,0.25387,0" /><p p="158,0.20688,0.24091,0" /><p p="159,0.21032,0.22675,0" />
<p p="160,0.21308,0.21349,0" /><p p="161,0.2156,0.2008,0" /><p p="162,0.2191,0.1888,0" /><p p="163,0.22264,0.17373,0" />
<p p="164,0.22684,0.15904,0" /><p p="165,0.22928,0.14532,0" /><p p="166,0.23184,0.13275,0" /><p p="167,0.23499,0.11858,0" />
<p p="168,0.23859,0.10332,0" /><p p="169,0.24096,0.09113,0" /><p p="170,0.23239,0.09358,0" /><p p="171,0.22238,0.09588,0" />
<p p="172,0.21311,0.09284,0" /><p p="173,0.20646,0.08552,0" /><p p="174,0.20067,0.07681,0" /><p p="175,0.19563,0.06853,0" />
<p p="176,0.18996,0.05839,0" /><p p="177,0.18589,0.04812,0" /><p p="178,0.18289,0.03701,0" /><p p="179,0.18062,0.02625,0" />
<p p="180,0.18086,0.0146,0" /><p p="181,0.18124,0.00252,0" /><p p="182,0.182,-0.00883,0" /><p p="183,0.18527,-0.01991,0" />
<p p="184,0.18787,-0.02879,0" /><p p="185,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="186,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="187,0.19206,-0.03853,0" />
<p p="188,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="189,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="190,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="191,0.19206,-0.03853,0" />
<p p="192,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="193,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="194,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="195,0.19206,-0.03853,0" />
<p p="196,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="197,0.19206,-0.03853,0" /><p p="198,0.1981,-0.05105,0" /><p p="199,0.2053,-0.06388,0" />
<p p="200,0.21087,-0.07446,0" /><p p="201,0.21644,-0.08364,0" /><p p="202,0.22137,-0.09332,0" /><p p="203,0.22753,-0.10315,0" />
<p p="204,0.23367,-0.11408,0" /><p p="205,0.24067,-0.12557,0" /><p p="206,0.24957,-0.13923,0" /><p p="207,0.25802,-0.15129,0" />
<p p="208,0.25802,-0.15128,0" /><p p="209,0.25765,-0.15127,0" /><p p="210,0.25765,-0.15127,0" /><p p="211,0.25765,-0.15127,0" />
<p p="212,0.2583,-0.15133,0" /><p p="213,0.2583,-0.15133,0" /><p p="214,0.2583,-0.15133,0" /><p p="215,0.2583,-0.15133,0" />
<p p="216,0.2605,-0.15499,0" /><p p="217,0.2605,-0.15499,0" /><p p="218,0.2626,-0.16152,0" /><p p="219,0.2626,-0.16152,0" />
<p p="220,0.2626,-0.16152,0" /><p p="221,0.26286,-0.16168,0" /><p p="222,0.25699,-0.19453,0" /><p p="223,0.25072,-0.21645,0" />
<p p="224,0.24488,-0.2356,0" /><p p="225,0.23736,-0.25671,0" /><p p="226,0.22931,-0.27613,0" /><p p="227,0.221,-0.29831,0" />
<p p="228,0.21355,-0.31633,0" /><p p="229,0.20551,-0.3338,0" /><p p="230,0.19553,-0.35263,0" /><p p="231,0.17976,-0.36996,0" />
<p p="232,0.18031,-0.35219,0" /><p p="233,0.1764,-0.33273,0" /><p p="234,0.17203,-0.3172,0" /><p p="235,0.16467,-0.30143,0" />
<p p="236,0.15486,-0.28651,0" /><p p="237,0.14548,-0.27417,0" /><p p="238,0.13566,-0.26051,0" /><p p="239,0.14528,-0.25344,0" />
<p p="240,0.15047,-0.24107,0" /><p p="241,0.14967,-0.23293,0" /><p p="242,0.1404,-0.22103,0" /><p p="243,0.13044,-0.21163,0" />
<p p="244,0.11,-0.20208,0" /><p p="245,0.09067,-0.19573,0" /><p p="246,0.0721,-0.19391,0" /><p p="247,0.05248,-0.19481,0" />
<p p="248,0.03085,-0.19864,0" /><p p="249,0.01145,-0.20797,0" /><p p="250,-0.00195,-0.21676,0" /><p p="251,-0.01342,-0.22648,0" />
<p p="252,-0.02159,-0.2346,0" /><p p="253,-0.01628,-0.24177,0" /><p p="254,-0.00477,-0.24601,0" /><p p="255,0.00235,-0.25113,0" /></sliceshape>




